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• L'Heureux/Allen
Student Government inaugurates new leaders
Bob L'Heureux takes the oath of president of Student Gov-
ernment. (Page photo.) 
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
Charles Allen said during their in-
auguration as president and vice
president of Student Government.
"When Charles and I set up our
Students need to be put back in campaign, we wanted to step back
charge, Bob L'Heureux and and look at Student Government
• Faculty Senate
Senators examine rumors
surrounding campus crime
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
The University of Maine's
Faculty Senate reinforced its
views on campus crime and
managed to debunk some ru-
mors at its latest meeting.
The relatively brief assem-
bly was held in the Memorial
Union's Bangor Lounge on
Wednesday.
Senator Tina Passman,
chair of the university envi-
ronment committee, spoke
against allegations that have
risen in the last few weeks that
UMaine sees more crime on its
campus than do other colleges
and universities.
To back up her point, Pass-
man passed around pamphlets,
called "Safety and Security In-
formation Report for 1992" that
UMaine printed last year to
comply with the Crime Aware-
ness and Campus Security Act
of 1990.
The pamphlet summarizes
the university's law enforce-
See FACULTY on page 4
• Campus Living
Meeting focuses on
dorm contract options
By Jessica Laliberte
Volunteer Writer
Members of Residents On Cam-
pus, Student Government, and the
Interfratemity Council met with Cam-
pus Living Director Scott Anchors
and Assistant Director of Campus
Living Ray Moreau yesterday after-
noon to discuss the possibilities of
having a single semester housing con-
tract for the next academic year.
Several possibilities were offered
at the meeting, including a buyout
option.
The first option brought up for
debate would allow students to be
released from their contracts between
the second and tenth weeks of the
semester by bringing in an off-cam-
pus student to take over their contract
for the rest of the semester.
Vinnie Daigle, president of ROC,
said this option is a likely possibility.
"This option is a definite possi-
bility for next year. These options
are a good start, but we need to sit
down and target individual options,"
she said.
Anchors and Moreau both agree
that this proposed option has the pos-
sibility to be enacted for next year.
See MEETING on page 4
from a student's perspective,"
L'Heureux said. "What we 'pro-
ceeded to find—which isn't a sur-
prise to anybody in the room—is
that either students didn't care
about Student Government or
didn't know what Student Govern-
ment was about."
Only 874 students cast votes in
the recent election, continuing a
trend of less student voter interest
during the past three years.
"As members of the GSS and
Student Government, we must earn
the respect of the student body,"
L'Heureux added.
Allen also accepted the chal-
lenge of working to make Student
Government more accessible.
"I didn't really prepare any-
thing, because the future will be a
true sign of what we're doing,"
Allen said.
The quick-paced ceremony,
held as a special session of the
General Student Senate, marked
the first time in three years that
such a ceremony has not been in-
terrupted in some manner.
In 1992, questions regarding
then-president-elect Brent Little-
field forced the formal ceremony
to be cancelled as the senate went
into executive session. Last year,
GSS was asked to reconsider its
decision to disqualify Collin Wor-
ster and Anne Allen, after the Fair
Election Practices Commission
found the ticket in violation of
overspending. The GSS upheld the
FEPC decision.
By contrast, this year's swear-
ing-in — without the singing
groups, university dignitaries and
other touches of the past — was
halted only infrequently, as fre-
quent applause broke the silence.
First, past presidents, presidents
of the representative boards, and
chairs of GSS standing committees
were all recognized and applauded.
Then, outgoing Vice President
Valerie Collins took time to thank
members of the Pi Beta Phi sorority.
"I never would have made it
without you," Collins said. "It was
nice to go back to the house and
have you say that I could make it to
February." The assembled sisters
then broke out into applause.
Keeping with the crisp pace,
Worster made a few remarks be-
fore introducing L'Heureux and
Allen for swearing in.
"I can't think of two better peo-
ple, and better hands, to leave Stu-
dent Government," Worster said.
Then, L'Heureux took the oath
of office, upholding the Student
Government constitution. Follow-
ing the end of the swearing-in, a
chorus of "Bob L'Heureux, hey!"
(like Gary Glitter's "Rock and Roll
Part 2) filled the chamber, a famil-
iar L'Heureux greeting.
Collins eagerly administered
See INAUGURATION
on page 5
• Daigle/Cirone
ROC leadership changes hands
Brian Cirone (L) and Vinnie Daigle (R) take their seats on the
Residents On Campus board. (Page photo.)
By Chris DeBeck
Staff Writer
During a quick ceremony
Wednesday night, Vinnie Daigle
and Brian Cirone were sworn in as
president and vice president of the
Residents on Campus board.
The whole ceremony took only
a couple of minutes as Daigle and
Cirone recited the oath of their
respective offices, administered by
outgoing President Bob L'Heureux
and Vice President Chris Leclerc.
After presenting L'Heureux
and Leclerc with plaques for mer-
itorious service, Daigle and Cir-
one wasted little time as they ran
ROC' s regular meeting. One issue
Daigle and Cirone are working on
is a uniform flier policy.
"What happens when someone
tries to hang up fliers is that each
dorm has its own policy," Daigle
said. "Then, they would have to
see the RD."
ROC, Cirone added, has estab-
lished a committee to work on a
flier policy that would apply
throughout the dorms.
"We want to talk to people
about the concerns RDs have, and
why they have this policies," Cir-
one said.
Dormitory contracts, another
source of concern, may also un-
dergo some changes for next se-
mester. Following a discussion
with Campus Living Director Scott
Anchors, Cirone said that ROC is
exploring a couple of options.
Since it would be too late to
institute semester-based contracts
for next year, Cirone said, an alter-
native option for the fall is a buy-
out clause in the dorm contracts.
Students wanting to leave early
could do so by paying a fee. The fee
would cover utilities, renting the
space, and other costs.
"That's the (option) we're gear-
ing toward right now," he said.
In a couple of years, Cirone
added, students may have either a
semester contract, the buy-out op-
tion, or perhaps a choice between
both alternatives.
The pair are also scheduled to
meet Kyle Rankin, former ROC
programming chair, on Friday to
resolve questions about how ROC
funds were used for Channel 10,
the student channel which the board
funds.
While the newly-inaugurated
officers are tackling new issues,
L'Heureux and Leclerc were some-
what reflective as they relinquished
their positions.
"The past couple of weeks, I've
been excited to relinquish my du-
ties," Leclerc said following the
meeting. "I found myself burning
out. I was waiting for the day to
happen, but it was hard to give over
the gavel."
L'Heureux, elected Student
Government president on Feb. 9,
said he hadn't contemplated the
end, due to his other campaign.
"Lately, I've been campaign-
ing for the other office," L' Heureux
said. "I forgot I have this office. All
of a sudden, it hit me."
Both L'Heureux and Leclerc,
first elected in a special ROC elec-
tion in October 1992 and re-elect-
ed last February, cited increased
See ROC on page 5
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Briefs • Muslim extremists condemned for plotting assassination• Parts of Indonesia inaccessible to earthquake rescuers
• Harding and Kerrigan exchange words in Norway
• Assassination attempt
Three sentenced to death in plot
1 CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — A military court has condemned three Muslim extremiststo death for plotting to assassinate President Hosni Mubarak, a source in the military
judiciary said.
The death sentences were handed down Wednesday to two soldiers and a civilian
following a trial at the Sidi Barrani military base in northern Egypt, according to the source,
who spoke on condition of anonymity. Three other defendants, all soldiers, received life
sentences.
The government has never officially announced the death plot or the trial.
Asked Wednesday about a verdict in the case, Col. Nabil el-Gazar of the military public
relations office in Cairo said he had no information, adding it was a "sensitive" subject.
Officials have said there is no major problem with infiltration of the army by the
extremists, who have been trying for two years to topple the secular government and install
strict Islamic rule.
Defense Minister Mohammed Tantawi described the military in a recent interview as
"the last shield against extremism."
The Al-Shaab newspaper of the opposition Labor Party reported last week that security
authorities headed off a plot to mine the airport at Sidi Barrani before Mubarak stopped there
in November.
• "The Scream"
Stolen painting linked to
anti-abortion campaign
3 OSLO, Norway (AP) — A clergyman today linkedthetheft of the Exlvard Munch masterpiece "The Scream"
to an anti-abortion campaign.
The Rev. Bone Knudsen, a well-known anti-abortion
activist, said Norway's most famous painting could be re-
turned if Norwegian television broadcast a film showing a
fetus being aborted.
He refused to answer questions about whether anti-abortion-
ists were involved in the theft Saturday at the National Art
Museum, which was putting on a Munch exhibition in conjunc-
tion with the Winter Olympics in Lillehanuner.
"We can't publicly state that we know what happened, but
we see what happened linked with the issue we feel deeply
about," Knudsen, an ordained minister of the state Lutheran
Church, said in a radio interview.
"If Norwegian television broadcasts the (anti-abortion film)
'The Silent Scream' ... then 'The Scream' would emerge again,"
he said.
When the radio interviewer asked if he or his supporters were
involved in the theft, Knudsen responded, "No comment."
• NATO
Strikes have to work
fast as a peace solution
4 NATO planes try to break the Serb artillery nooseSARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) — If
strangling Sarajevo, they may have only about a week
to do so before the city begins running out of food.
Logistics officials with the U.N. High Commissioner for
Refugees said Wednesday they have about 1,150 tons of food
in two Sarajevo warehouses. That's only enough to keep the
city fed for about a week should NATO attacks force suspen-
sion of the humanitarian airlift.
"The airlift is fairly fragile," said Kris Janowski, a U.N. relief
spokesman in Sarajevo. "It is clearthat any major military action
would put the relief program on hold at least for a while."
The Western alliance is threatening to strike Serb gun
positions unless all heavy weapons are pulled back at least 12
miles from the mountains around Sarajevo or put under strict
U.N. control.
Military and U.N. sources agree that if NATO warplanes
attack, Sarajevo's U.N.-controlled airfield would have to be
closed because of possible Serb reprisals.
Sarajevo has been largely dependent on the airlift for food
since summer 1992. With road convoys unreliable because of
fighting around the city, as much as 95 percent of aid is flown
in, Janowski said.
Recent good weather and a lull in fighting has enabled
U.N. planes to bring in more than the 1,880 tons needed.
• Earthquake
Rescuers unable to reach hard-hit areas
2 LIWA, Indonesia (AP) — An earthquake that killed at least 159 people on theisland of Sumatra in southwestern Indonesia left the hardest-hit areas virtually off
limits to rescuers Thursday.
The earthquake shook southern Sumatra before dawn Wednesday, injuring at least 914
people as buildings collapsed on sleeping residents in Liwa, a district in the province of
Lampung, about 125 miles northwest of Jakarta.
Power was disrupted, phone lines cut and roads reduced to mud and rocks. Many injured
remained trapped in the rubble today waiting for help, and rescuers in helicopters were
hindered by heavy rains.
Hotman Atik, a government spokesman, said only 22 injured had been airlifted a day
after the quake.
The earthquake had an initial Richter reading of 6.5, according to officials in Jakarta.
The U.S. Geological Survey in Washington put the strength at 7.2.
Most of Liwa' s50,000 residents camped out in an open field Wednesday night, enduring
aftershocks about every two hours. Umpu Singa, regent of Liwa, said safe drinking water
was in short supply.
The quake, the first in Lampung in the 20 years, was felt throughout southern Sumatra,
and the tremors were also felt as far away as Jakarta.
• Human rights
Military leader, top
dissident urged to meet
5 BANGKOK, Thailand (AP) — A U.S. congressmanallowed an unprecedented visit with a Nobel laureate
under house arrest in Burma said that President Clinton's
tough human rights policy is helping loosen military rule.
Rep. William Richardson, D-N.M., was the first non-
family outsider to meet with pro-democracy leader Aung San
Suu Kyi during her nearly five years of house arrest in Rangoon.
Speaking to journalists on Wednesday after his two-day trip
to Burma, he said he believed the military leaders allowed the
visit because of strong pressure from Washington.
Richardson said the junta had taken other positive steps,
citing the freeing of 2,000 political prisoners and opening talks
with rebels.
"I don't think any of this positive forward movement would
have been possible" without such pressure, Richardson said.
Washington withholds most of the aid it had sent to Burma
before the military took power in 1988.
Richardson said he hoped his visit with Mrs. Suu Kyi would
lead to a crucial meeting between her and the military rulers.
"I think the future of Burma will be determined by two
people — Lt. Gen. Kirin Nyunt and Aung San Suu Kyi. It is
critically important to get these two people to know each other.
The first step has to be this dialogue," Richardson said.
• Figure skating
Harding, Kerrigan
united in Norway
6 HAMAR, Norway (AP) — Tonya Harding andNancy Kerrigan crossed paths at the Olympics al-
most immediately. There were no hugs, but no cross
words either.
They chatted during a chance encounter Wednesday in
the Olympic Village, where they share a house with team-
mates, then posed for a team picture, separated — whether
by request or by circumstance — by four athletes.
"That broke the ice for all of us," said Paul George, head of
the skating team, who joined them for the playful photo session.
Another encounter was expected during a workout today.
"I'm going to be sitting there watching with the same interest
as everyone," said Claire Ferguson, president of the U.S. Figure
Skating Association. "In singles, collisions are rare, but there
have been some pretty good accidents. It's never intentional."
Harding, who is under grand jury investigation in the
Jan. 6 clubbing attack on Kerrigan, arrived in Norway on
Wednesday morning from Portland, Ore., a journey some
thought would never happen.
Reporters, photographers and TV crews joined her in
Euroclass on the SAS flight at $3,100 each. During the
flight, the skater walked to the front of the cabin, turned and
faced her captive audience.
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• Socialist and Marxist Luncheon Series
Legitimacy of American government questioned
By Matthew Page
Volunteer Writer
The latest meeting in the Socialist and
Marxist Studies Luncheon series titled, "Is
the Government of the U.S. Illegitimate?"
was held in the Bangor Lounge of the
Memorial Union yesterday.
"The question posed by this forum is
whether or not the U.S. government is illegit-
imate or not. My answer would be that, yes,
it is illegitimate," Peter Brown, a professor
from the University of Maryland, said.
Brown said that the illegitimacy is due to
the dichotomy between the ideals stated in the
U.S. Constitution and the lack of realization of
these ideals in the U.S. political system.
"There is an adequate theory of government
to be found in the Constitution. There is nothing
wrong at the Constitutional level," Brown said.
Brown said that the Constitution is based
on John Locke' s theories of government
that are the basis for the preservation of the
environment and individual's rights.
"The U.S. government has failed to
uphold these rights by failing to control the
very excessive carnage that comes from
illegal gun usage. We also fail by allowing
easy access to addictive substances such as
drugs and alcohol and by allowing people
to remain malnourished and without health
care," Brown said.
Brown proposed that more gun buy
back programs be installed and that heavy
taxes be installed on alcohol and other legal
drugs to discourage the use of those drugs.
Brown said that he feels that the current
political system needs to be changed.
"The present political system is in need
of substantial revision," he said.
Brown added that the Clinton adminis-
trations failure to outline their goals could
be costly at election time.
"The Clinton administration is cutting
its own throat by not giving an articulate,
simple explanation of what their goals are
for helping the people," Brown said.
Brown did say that not all the blame
could be attributed to the President.
"One theory floating out there is that the
Democratic National Committee is brain
dead. I adhere to this theory," Brown said.
Some audience members objected to
Browns emphasis on the Democratic party.
"Bill Clinton has tried a lot more than
the Bush administration to help the people
in the areas you (Brown) outlined. Clinton
lobbied for and helped pass the Brady Bill,
something Bush had no intention of pass-
ing. Clinton has also endorsed universal
health care for most people," Scott Small,
a resident of Hampden, said.
Brown agreed that it was unfair to con-
centrate solely on the Democrats.
"I think they've done a much better job
at addressing some of these areas than
Bush did, but they haven't been able to
form a coalition of interest groups who
want to do something about these prob-
lems," Brown said.
Some audience members questioned the
very basis of Browns argument.
"If you say that great and revolutionary
revision needs to be brought about, I ques-
tion your looking back to Locke, a man
whose ideas have been around for years,
and were around before Locke, even," phi-
losophy professor Douglas Allen said.
Brown said the people have an advan-
tage over any forces opposing change.
"Change can be brought about through
votes. There are a great number of people
with votes, and less so in the opposition,"
Brown said.
• Education
Lawyers make opening arguments in school funding case
AUGUSTA(AP) — Lawyers made their
opening arguments Thursday as a long-
awaited trial of a lawsuit challenging Maine's
school-funding law got under way.
Justice Nancy Mills was presiding over
the trial in Superior Court, which was ex-
pected to last at least through next week.
Eighty-one school districts have joined
together as plaintiffs in the case, challeng-
ing both the allocation of recent cutbacks in
public-school subsidies and the equity of the
formula the state uses to distribute aid.
The complex formula, designed to redis-
tribute wealth from districts with high prop-
erty valuations to those with less, has always
been controversial. But criticism has inten-
sified in recent years as the recession cut
into state tax revenues and the Legislature
scaled back the growth in the subsidies.
"What they did (was) inequitable and
more inequitable and more inequitable,"
Robert Mittel, an attorney for the so-called
se
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School Funding Litigation Trust, told the
judge this morning.
The trust, which comprises the 81 dis-
tricts, maintains that across-the-board re-
ductions in school aid since 1990 have had
a disproportionately harsh effect on districts
with low property valuations that receive
the largest subsidies.
The trust, whose suit was filed 18 months
ago, also is contesting a provision added in
the late 1980s that guarantees a minimum 5
percent subsidy to wealthier districts that
otherwise would not be entitled to it.
State attorneys have noted that the state
Constitution does not require the state to
provide financing for public schools and
that the provisions added in the 1980s were
a minuscule fraction of the more than $500
million a year that is paid out.
"If the entire system is considered, the ad-
justments ... are a very small percentage," Assis-
tant Attorney General Peter Stewart said today.
WE'LL LET YOU KNOW. 
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Faculty from page 1
ment policies and lists the total numbers
of different types of crimes, from rape to
alcohol violations, that were committed
on campus from 1990-1992.
Faculty Senate President Virginia Gib-
son said to the senate that this raw numer-
ical data was used in the first controversial
news articles, without reference to all the
text explaining UMaine' s voluntary crime-
reporting policies, which the university
has maintained is the reason for the inflat-
ed-looking numbers.
The "gold card" was also an issue that
Passman brought up during the senate
meeting. The gold card, she said, is a
privilege of UMaine's retirees that has
been in place since it was first suggested
about a decade ago. Those bearing the
card get free admission into university
performances and athletic games.
The cost of the cardholders' seats have
been paid for by an annual $100,000 fund
out of the president's Office. To save
money, though, UMaine is considering
lowering the sum to $30,000 and limiting
a gold card's benefits to either four perfor-
mances or six games a year.
President Fred Hutchinson clarified
Passman' s words, saying that this doesn't
mean athletics are worth less at UMaine;
they just have cheaper admission rates.
Hutchinson spoke during the meeting
to dissolve some points of rumor and spec-
ulation that have been passing among
UMaine faculty.
L.
Hutchinson said that some statements
coming out of Enrollment Management
may have been misinterpreted recently.
These rumors suggested that the president
wanted to do whatever it took to get the
maximum amount of students at UMaine
that his downsizing ceiling allowed.
This is not true, he said, because such
behavior would be sacrificing the high
entrance standards that are a hallmark of
his downsizing plan.
"We'll go down to whatever we have
to. It'll have financial implications, but...
it's very important to understand that,"
Hutchinson said.
Later in the meeting, senator John Al-
exander asked Hutchinson about negotia-
tions passing between the union of faculty
members, the chancellor's office, and the
Maine state government about salary rais-
es for faculty across the university sys-
tem.
Hutchinson said that he didn't know
much about the closed-door negotiations,
nor would he be able to say so if he did. He
did say that it's not a dead issue with the
state legislation.
"We are now trying... for $8 million.
That's public knowledge, so I can tell you
that," Hutchinson said.
Bob Whelan, executive assistant to the
president, informed the Faculty Senate in
detail about the self-study that UMaine is
performing in its athletic department in
order to earn NCAA accreditation.
The participants in the study include
five committees comprising mostly UMaine
faculty, staff and students. The Faculty
Senate will have the opportunity to solicit
comments about the drafts of the commit-
tees' final report to the NCAA by Septem-
ber, Whelan, who is UMaine's liaison to
the national athletic association, said.
A couple of resolutions passed unani-
mously through the senate, and will travel
on to the President's Office for approval.
One was a list of senate suggestions con-
cerning the Ten Areas of Distinction in
Research and Graduate Education, a doc-
ument established last semester between
UMaine and USM that picked out 10 strong
points of the two campuses that deserve
special attention in the future.
Before it passed, the senate voted to
delete a section stating that one of the ten
areas should be given higher priority than
the others. The section was erased be-
cause many senators weren't comfortable
with one area being more important than
any others.
"What we're saying is that it should
not receive further emphasis," Gibson said
after the meeting.
Another resolution suggested changes
to how administration evaluations are per-
formed at UMaine.
Meeting from page 1
The buyout option was also suggested, and
drew concern, Daigle said that the cost of it was
too high for students.
Under this proposal, students would be
released from their housing contract by each
paying 35 percent of their room and board
fees for the remainder of the contract period,
or by paying the full board cost of about
$1100 and getting his or her roommate to
sign a double as a single contract for the
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balance of the semester.
This option leaves the remaining roommate
in a bind.
"The more students that are released from
their housing contracts, leaves the other stu-
dents to pick up the slack," Moreau said.
An informational sheet distributed at the
ROC meeting yesterday listed a proposal that
stated, "students with extreme financial chal-
lenges that arise after signing the contract and
accepting services, may be offered work oppor-
tunities within the department. Documentation
of financial status from the Student Aid Office
is required. Work hours would be negotiated
based upon need."
A fourth and final option discussed would
excuse a student from his or her contractual
obligation based upon medical reasons. The
informational sheet stated, "An exception will
only be allowed when a severe medical prob-
lem is present or aggravated due to provisions of
residence and dining services." Documentation
from Cutler Health Center would be necessary
in this case.
Anchors said, "I don't see how we can
change to a semester contract without higher
rates as a result."
"One-semester contracts are important.
There should be a way we can work them out,"
Doug Robertson, 1FC president said. "I know
there is no easy option. There may be other
options if we dig in some more."
ROC will meet again next Thursday to
discuss more options.
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• Computer access
CAPS announces price reduction for network connections
By Ryan Robbins
Staff Writer
Computing and Data Processing Services
is cutting network connection prices by 15 to 20
percent and is providing another connection
option for departments within the University of
Maine System.
CAPS provides computing services to the
University of Maine System, including access
to the Internet. "It is a pretty aggressive cut,"
CAPS Associate Director Gerald Dube said.
Under the new pricing scheme, departments
now have three options of service to choose
from.
The first option, which most departments
subscribe to, has CAPS providing and main-
taining network connections and equipment for
$17 per connection per month, a 15 percent
price drop from $20, CAPS Director Jeremy
Johnson said.
Inauguration from page 1
Allen's oath, seeming to hand over duties
with great ease. The chamber again broke
into wild applause when Collins handed
over the gavel.
Following each speech, the chamber
broke into standing ovations, lasting about
one to two minutes. The whole ceremony—
from the first gavel to the final roll call—
lasted approximately 15 minutes.
Worster and Collins were elected during
an April 20, 1993 special election, after the
previous election was nullified by a student
body referendum.
With the second option, departments are
required to provide their own equipment, soft-
ware and maintenance. CAPS provides access
to the UMaine system network backbone for $8
per connection per month. CAPS limits its
charges at $250 per department per building.
Departments with this option, like the computer
science department, Computing & Instruction-
al Technology and electrical engineering, will
save 20 percent from $10.
New to CAPS' pricing scheme, the third
option allows departments to enjoy some of the
benefits of both the first two options. Depart-
ments buy their own network equipment, but
CAPS upgrades and maintains it for a one-time
fee of $150 per connection. A monthly charge
of $12 per connection is assessed for access to
the university system network. After the first 31
connections additional connections will cost $4
per month.
"If you can get hold of one-time money, it
allows you to invest in it and cut your ongoing
costs," Johnson said.
Falling equipment costs and a constant annual
fee forarrfss tothe Internet were thedriving forces
behind CAPS' increased revenue, Dube said.
"Our Internet costs are relatively fixed,"
Dube said. "The more people that we put on,
then those costs go down a bit."
Currently CAPS pays an annual fee of
around $50,000 to connect the university sys-
tem network to NEARnet, which provides In-
ternet access to the New England area.
Johnson and Dube said the trend of falling
prices is a step in the right direction for provid-
ing universal access to the university system's
network and the Internet.
Dube said the price reduction has "already
had an effect on some of the departments who
are considering expanding."
The math department is one of those depart-
ments.
Associate professor Charles Slavin said the
new connection and service package CAPS is
offering played a key role in his department's
decision to expand its network connections.
"It was the only one we could afford," he
said. "The first option would require too much
in ongoing monthly charges for our operating
budget and the second option really requires
having a full-time networking specialist —
another expense we could not afford."
The department expanded from 17 to 34
connections. Slavin said his department will
probably expand again because of the price cap.
Dube said time will tell whether the new
pricing scheme will have an effect on other
departments considering expansion. "I'm hop-
ing that there will be some added connections
and that indeed the income will match the
cost," he said. "We would like to be able to
continue offering the network at a high level of
availability."
ROC from page 1
participation by the board as one major
accomplishment.
"It was a real problem," Leclerc said.
"We weren't even making quorum. In fact,
I felt a sense of accomplishment when we
met quorum."
Leclerc estimates that the trend toward
greater participation and attendance started
during the spring 1993 semester. Leclerc
figures that part of the renewed interest in
ROC may have stemmed from last year's
Student Government election problems.
"I don't know if it had anything to do
with drawing people here," he said. "They
came in and found the organization."
L'Heureux pointed to an increased co-
operation among different Student Govern-
ment boards, including ROC, the Off-Cam-
pus Board, and Student Entertainment and
Activities.
"When I first got here, ROC was doing
one thing and OCB was doing another,"
L'Heureux said. "If everybody works to-
gether, you'll get the best effort."
While Leclerc, acting ROC secretary, isn't
sure if he wants to continue his involvement
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with the board, L'Heureux looks forward to
more dealings with ROC from his new office
across the hall.
"With the presidency of Student Gov-
ernment, I'm moving on to bigger and
better things," L'Heureux said. "In a way,
I don't feel I've been leaving."
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• Juvenile crime
Cohen says youth gangs are increasing in Maine
PORTLAND(AP) — Youth gangs here
may not compare to New York or Los Ange-
les, but violence associated with gangs is
increasing in Maine and other rural states,
Sen. Bill Cohen said.
The Maine Republican said Wednesday
he will hold a hearing in Maine in April to
examine how the federal government can
help state and local authorities deal with
"the rising tide of juvenile crime."
Cohen said that while the level of vio-
lence bears no comparison to big cities, the
Maine gangs are trying to emulate those
elsewhere.
Portland Police Lt. Mark Dion said
that in the past five years, Vietnamese and
Cambodian gangs from neighboring states
have been coming to Maine to prey on
southeast Asian communities through as-
saults, home invasion robberies and in-
timidation.
He said a Portland-based youth gang, the
.. •
-
• *4
;?.
FSU Posse, has been tied to two stabbings,
one in which a victim was beaten with a
thighbone stolen from a Freeport biology
lab.
"We get into a little bit of denial be-
cause the gangs (in Maine) don't seem as
sophisticated" as the stereotypical urban
gang, Dion said. But, he added, while gangs
here are not as violent, they have the same
motivation to intimidate and strike fear
into the community.
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Suppression hearing
begins in baby rape case
PORTLAND(AP) — The lawyer for a
teen-ager accused of raping a six month-old
girl while baby-sitting was going to try to
suppress statements the suspect made to
police after his arrest.
Defense lawyer Peter Evans contends
the taped confession of Scott Prewara should
not be admitted because it's not reliable,
partly because the teen wasn't wearing his
hearing aids during the interview.
"He was without his hearing aids. With-
out the hearing aids, he may have been
looking at other cues instead of understand-
ing the content of the questions," he said.
A suppression hearing was scheduled
Thursday in Cumberland County Superior
Court before Justice Kermit Lipez.
Prewara was 17 at the time of the attack
in September 1991, but a judge ruled that he
should be tried as an adult. He is charged
with gross sexual assault, unlawful sexual
contact and aggravated assault.
Gross sexual assault, or rape, carries a
maximum penalty of 40 years in prison.
On the tape, Prewara initially denied
having sexual contact with the baby, but he
later admitted sexually assaulting the baby
while they were alone in the house.
Prewara was baby-sitting the infant be-
cause the mother had been arrested on a
heroin charge.
The case generated outrage after Port-
land Police Chief Michael J. Chitwood an-
nounced that caseworkers from the Depart-
ment of Human Services ignored three warn-
ings from police that the baby was in an
unsafe home.
17-year-old is youngest to
win sled dog race
HELENA, Mont. (AP) — A 17-year-
old girl became the youngest person to win
the Race to the Sky sled dog race by beating
her closest competitor by more than 40
miles on Wednesday.
Jessie Royer finished the 500-mile race
in an unofficial time of 101 hours and 21
minutes. It took her about 7 1/2 hours to
cover the final 40-mile leg in mushy snow
as afternoon temperatures rose into the
50s.
The race follows the Continental Di-
vide from Helena to Holland Lake and
back.
When Royer crossed the finish line,
her closest competitor, Rick Newton of
Ashton, Idaho, still hadn't reached the
last checkpoint in Frontier Town, 40 miles
from the finish.
Grocery bagger laments
second place finish
PORTLAND( AP) —The top grocery bag-
ger in Maine came within two-tenths of a
second of going to New York to appear on the
Late Show with David Letterman.
Steve Conley, who placed second in a
national competition this week in Atlanta,
wants a rematch against the first-place fin-
isher, Jeff Stearns, of Ottumwa, Iowa.
"I can take him," Conley says. "I'd like
a rematch."
Besides speed, judges at the event spon-
sored by the National Grocers Association
rated baggers on proper technique and prop-
er weight distribution.
Despite his second-place finish, Con-
ley' s co-workers at the Shaw's Westgate are
proud of him. Some of them greeted his
return Wednesday at the Portland airport,
and posters and banners festooned the store.
For his efforts, Conley won a trophy —
shaped like a shopping bag.
''It's really exciting," he said. "It was
like the Olympics, it was so close. Two-
tenths of a second." 1
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• State finances
Revenue climbs; spending
supplement package endorsed
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP) — Legisla-
tive budget writers unanimously ap-
proved an infusion of $14 million to
cover unanticipated state expenses
through June.
At the same time Wednesday, the
McKernan administration said a $12
million gain in January general revenue
put total collections more than $19 mil-
lion ahead seven months through the
budget year.
In approving the supplemental spending
package, the Appropriations Committee put
aside concerns about the viability of a con-
troversial nursing home tax.
The panel in effect decided to treat the
nursing home tax, which generates match-
ing federal funds, as a reliable source of
more than $20 million in revenue.
Administration officials have acknowl-
edged that the 7-percent tax has come under
negative federal scrutiny, in part because of
the way the state offsets it for nursing home
residents who pay their own bills.
Rep. Judith C. Foss, R-Yarmouth, a crit-
ic of the budget's dependence on a tax
scheme that has not won full federal back-
ing, said Wednesday panelists would have
to be prepared to "revisit" the matter "if it
doesn't come out even."
More than half of the supplemental bud-
get package approved by the committee was
funded by an upward adjustment of $10
million in the administration's revenue pro-
jections for the year.
eeeive 4r6 10%;
1any purchase,oye
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The committee package does not vary
greatly from Gov. John R. McKernan' s orig-
inal proposal.
Virtually all of the January revenue sur-
plus, which was 7.8 percent above esti-
mates, was attributable to the individual
income tax, which produced nearly $14
million more than expected.
That 17.7 percent monthly gain was par-
tially offset by a nearly $5 million shortfall
in corporate income tax revenue.
McKernan, who had said December's
revenue downturn probably reflected one-
time factors, said economic growth was still
slower than he would like, but that he viewed
"the overall revenue trend with guarded
optimism."
The year-to-date $19.3 million budget
surplus through January resulted from total
collection of $968.8 million, which exceed-
ed projections by 2 percent.
Both the sales tax line and the income tax
line all but matched the aggregate surplus
level to date, with each of the state's largest
revenue sources producing excesses of 2.1
percent through January.
McKernan has talked about seeking ad-
ditional appropriations for this fiscal year,
which ends June 30, and also about using
excess income tax collections to finance a
cut in tax rates.
Appropriations Committee panelists,
interested in hearing more about both ideas,
scheduled a session next week to confer
with McKernan' s budget chief.
• Rev. Elizabeth Morris
Lawyer investigates
fatal turnpike accident
ALFRED(AP) — The parents of an
Orono minister killed by a falling rock on the
Maine Turnpike have gone to court to get
documents from state and federal investiga-
tors.
Paul Cadigan, a Kennebunk lawyer, said
the parents of the Rev. Elizabeth Morris
want all information from the Maine State
Police, the FBI and other agencies that inves-
tigated the fatal accident last June.
Morris was killed on the Turnpike near
Biddeford when a football-sized piece of
concrete fell from the Route 111 bridge and
smashed through her windshield.
The victim's brother, Jess Morris, ob-
tained a report indicating there were 57
reports of falling debris from bridges and
overpasses along the Maine Turnpike be-
tween July 1992 and June 1993.
The new motion in York Count Superior
Court complements a Freedom of Access
request filed last month for information from
the Maine Turnpike Authority on mainte-
nance of the Route 111 bridge, Cadigan said.
The lawyer said tlr !notions don't trcessanly
nran that tir family plans to sue, Cactgan said
"I would have to say we need more
information before we decide what the next
step will be," he said.
The State Police investigation into the
fatal accident is still open.
Police have all but ruled out the idea that
someone threw the concrete, but have not yet
received a report from the FBI, which is
analyzing the concrete at its lab in Quantico,
Va.
• Contract time
ABC News anchor stays put
NEW YORK (AP) — Everybody wanted
her, butDiane Sawyeris sticking with ABC News.
Sawyer, who came to ABC in 1989, inspired
heated bidding in recent weeks as her contract
neared expiration. NBC, Fox Broadcasting Co.
and CBS, her former employer, all wooed her.
Details of ABC's winning offer were were
not disclosed by the network Wednesday but,
by some estimates, it will boost her salary to
between $5 million and $6 million per year.
She reportedly had been earning nearly $3
million per year under the five-year con-
tract expiring this month.
"In the end, it was loyalty" that kept her at
ABC, said Richard Leibner, Sawyer's agent.
"Shecouldhavemaclemoremoneyelsewhere."
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• Health laws
Maine may wait on congress for further reforms
AUGUSTA(AP) — Despite a desire by
some to perform major surgery on Maine's
health-care system this session, legislators
appear to be in no mood for a big operation
until Congress acts.
"The attitude of people I've talked to is,
s wait and see what comes down from
Washington," ' said House Majority Leader
Paul F. Jacques, D-Waterville. "I think
chances of us rushing into anything are
slim."
Gov. John R. McKernan has vowed to
veto a bill to create a single-payer system —
the centerpiece of the Maine reform move-
ment — and many lawmakers and influen-
tial lobbyists feel the state has passed all the
reforms it can until a federal mandate be-
comes clear in Washington.
"I believe major reforms will not occur
Until more is known about what's going to
happen at the national level. We think that's
appropriate," said Jim Hamar, spokesman
for the Maine Hospital Association.
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The Maine Medical Association's exec-
utive vice president concurred. Gordon Smith
predicted no significant reforms will emerge
from Augusta until next year, after a new
governor and Legislature are seated and
Congress has spelled out what it expects of
the states.
Among the reforms Maine has already
made are laws requiring insurers to offer
group coverage to all small employers and
individual coverage to those who apply.
Those laws also are phasing in a uniform
rate that reflects the overall risk.
Maine law also protects workers from
losing their health coverage when they
change jobs, protects hospitals engaging in
cooperative cost-cutting ventures from anti-
trust violations, and requires doctors to dem-
onstrate a need before purchasing expensive
medical equipment.
Also on the cost side, Maine limits con-
tingency fees for lawyers in medical mal-
practice cases, and protects doctors in desig-
nated specialties from liability if they agree
in advance to follow certain procedures.
Rep. Edward Pineau, co-chairman of the
Banking and Insurance Committee, estimates
that Maine has already enacted much of what
President Clinton envisions in his reforms.
1
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And the National Conference of State
Legislatures' Shelda Harden said Maine has
taken a "fast track approach" to health care
reform.
"Maine has not stopped attacking the
problem," said Harden, a senior policy spe-
cialist for the NCSL.
But some feel more needs to be done in
Maine now.
Consumers for Affordable Health Care
continue to promote a bill held over from
last year that would create a single-payer
system extending benefits to everyone in
Maine.
The bill would create a publicly man-
aged agency to guarantee uniformity of cov-
erage. Mainers would not be billed for spe-
cific services, but would pay fixed fees
based on income, and additional revenue
would be raised by boosting cigarette taxes.
Sen. Dale McCormick, a sponsor, said
the plan is "Clintonesque," with some de-
viations. It is not modeled after the Canadi-
an health system that is so strongly criticized
by the medical community, said the Mon-
mouth Democrat.
McKernan' s veto threat will not deter
the consumers' health coalition from trying
to get it passed this year, said its staffer,
Harry Brown.
A cosponsor, Rep. Charlene Rydell, au-
thored some of Maine's incremental re-
forms, including one that protects workers
who change jobs or carriers from having
their coverage yanked.
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• Brrr!
River plunge results in charges
SKOWHEGAN(AP) — Police who
are skeptical of a man's story that he
dozed off at the wheel before his car
plunged into the icy Kennebec River are
filing charges and seeking payments for
the rescue effort.
James W. Frace declined to comment
Thursday after police said he was being
charged with leaving the scene of an
accident and filing a false report.
Frace, 44, will also be asked to pay the
nearly $1,400 cost of a Jan. 4 search when
his car rolled down a 75-foot embank-
ment into a fast-moving section of the river
known as the Great Eddy.
"I truly don't believe he was in the
vehicle," Skowhegan Deputy Police Chief
Rick Bonneau said Thursday. Asked why
Frace might have caused his car to plunge
into the river, Bonneau said, "It's a good
question. It's something we're trying to fig-
ure out."
The accident drew numerous rescue
workers who believed someone was inside
the submerged car. Authorities did not know
Frace was safe until three hours after the car
was pulled from the river.
Frace told authorities he had cut his
seat belt with a knife he carried in his
briefcase, got out of his submerged car
and wandered dazed through the crowd of
spectators. He said he walked two miles to
a convenience store and called a business
partner.
Bonneau said witnesses reported see-
ing Frace "bone dry" after the accident.
Investigators thoroughly searched the
area the night of the accident and found
no one near the river, Bonneau said.
• Auctioneer killed
Jury fmds defendants
AUBURN(AP) — The wife of a slain
auctioneer sobbed and a daughter slid down
a bannister outside the courtroom shouting
"Victory!" after a jury found two men
guilty of murder and robbery.
Dana Craney, 31, of Lewiston, and Wil-
lard Eastman, 42, formerly of Auburn, were
convicted Wednesday in the shooting death
of Leon Michaud, whose body was found in
a culvert in a rural section of Auburn.
The family had been worried because the
jury took so long, deliberating more than
eight hours Tuesday and nine hours Wednes-
day in Androscoggin County Superior Court,
said Donald Michaud, the victim's father.
The victim's wife, Gertrude Michaud, broke
-ty in slaying
down into tears afterthe verdict was readat5:30p.m.
"It's been hell," Donald Michaud said,
reflecting on the family's frustration. "As
far as I'm concerned, they (Craney and
Eastman) should die. If I had the rope, I
would do it."
Craney and Eastman face a minimum
penalty of 25 years in prison and a maxi-
mum of life imprisonment for the murder
conviction. No sentencing date was set by
Justice Donald Alexander.
The prosecution said Michaud was killed
shortly after he cashed nearly $1,400 worth
of checks at a bank on Dec. 17, 1990.
The state maintained that Michaud, who
ran used-furniture auctions in Auburn, was
shot six times with a Star .38-caliber
pistol that belonged to Eastman. The
weapon was never found.
The prosecution's key witness was
Craney's estranged wife, Katherine, who
testified last week that her husband and
Eastman plotted to kill Michaud and later
boasted that police would never catch them.
Mrs. Craney's statements to police led to
the arrests of the two defendants last May.
A handwritten note found in
Michaud's abandoned pickup truck list-
ed the address of Craney's apartment.
The state said Craney arranged to have
the victim stop at the apartment to pur-
chase some used furniture.
• Efficiency
CMP to lay
off 56 more
people
AUGUSTA(AP)— Central Maine Pow-
er Co. announced Thursday that it will cut
an additional 56 positions as part of its
ongoing effort to cut costs and improve
efficiency.
The utility, Maine's largest power
company, also said it plans to restructure
some production and technical depart-
ments.
"Since Jan. 11, we have reduced our
workforce by at least 225 positions to help
reduce our operating costs," said CMP Pres-
ident and chief executive officer David Flana-
gan. "Each step, however tough, moves us
closer to our goal of stabilizing electricity
rates."
The action follows a three-month effort
to reorganize eight departments within the
production and technical divisions in the
company.
"Deciding how to restructure and
downsize these departments has been a
very difficult process," said Gerald
Poulin, vice president of generation and
technical support. "As has been the
case with most of the layoffs this year,
we are releasing some very talented,
conscientious workers who will be
missed."
Mercer Management Consulting of
Lexington, Mass., has been hired by the
utility to help develop an efficient and
effective organizational structure.
University of Maine Winter Carnival
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• Column
The win-loss column
Dana Gray
There is a black mark on sports.
From the ice in Lillehammer to the ice in Alfond, it shad-
ows some utopian ideal of non-politically motivated, non-
money driven competition. From the basketball courts at Al-
fond to the courts in the Memorial Gym, this mark blocks out
the hard-fought figures found in the box score.
Through the watchful eyes of the media, the many administrative boards
and personnel at all levels of athletics, individuals and teams are being
caught out-of-bounds, in the crease, crossing the line of scrimmage and in
foul territory.
Team mistakes are not being overlooked and individual oversights are not
being considered reversible mistakes.
Tonya Harding may or may not have had a hand on the lead pipe, but the
Olympics began with a black mark of controversy.
Last year's University of Maine hockey championship team has been this
year's source of eligibility controversy for two of its players. A great season
finale last year has been blemished this year by a couple of overlooked mis-
takes. The NCAA reminded the hockey team that "checking" is an important
part of the sport.
The most recent sources of sports trouble are found on the basketball court.
University of Maine women's basketball Coach Joanne Palombo over-
looked the importance of making sure just the right number of games are
scheduled per season, and the conse4uences have been the disqualification of
the team from the North Atlantic Conference postseason tournament.
Thanks to the question of player eligibility in intramural basketball, the
team I play on has another chance. It seems the team we just lost to has been
oblivious to the latest craze of the tight boundaries around sports that point out
all the imperfections and black marks in athletics.
In trying to achieve the highest degree of competition in the sports world,
the administrative guidelines striving for this competition have mostly suc-
ceeded in creating a media circus, whereby the newspapers, magazines and
sports shows can take space away from the wins and losses of the day.
In a perfect world, the Lakers would win every game, and Magic Johnson
would not appear on TV to talk about how horrible this season's team is. The
John Bapst boy's basketball team could play any way they wanted without
their coach having to justify their latest final score of 12-10.
The black mark on sports becomes evident every time "A Current Affair"
mysteriously obtains topless shots of an Olympic skater or every time the rules
come crashing down on athletic teams, revealing a seemingly minor oversight.
Well, I guess it's too bad that rules are a must in sports, and the media are
always looking and finding stories that go beyond the final score to show us
that Michael Jordan isn't Superman because he knows which casinos he can lose
his money in.
I guess the only thing I can do is not read the newspapers or watch ESPN, and
when I watch the Boston Red Sox blow another season away, I will just turn the
volume off and keep my focus on the game and the all-important bottom line
statistics that reveal rising ERAs and lowering batting averages.
Contrary to points made in this column, Dana, a senior journalism student, is
a fan of both rules and the media.
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• Residence hall life
Hard to live with situation
Rumblings of discontent can be heard
around the University of Maine campus.
Students are becoming increasingly dis-
enchanted with what they perceive to be
the draconian terms of their residence
hall contracts.
There appear to be five major points of
contention. First, that students are required
to sign a contract that binds them to a full
academic year of residence hall life.
Steps are being taken to rectify this
situation. Five different options have been
proposed by the Residents On Campus
board, and members are meeting with
Campus Living Director Scott Anchors.
It appears that a workable compromise
will be reached and implemented for the
1996 academic year.
Second, returning students are not
allowed to move back into their rooms
until the day before classes begin.
The process of returning to another
year in the hallowed halls of academia is
hectic enough without having to worry
about moving, which can easily consume
an entire day. Students have enough to
worry about in dealing with the ponder-
ous bureaucracy, buying overpriced text-
books and making sure they've gotten all
their classes. Certainly, there must be
some way the university could allow
returning students even one day to get
their living arrangements set.
Thirdly, students are not allowed to
remain in their rooms during even the
most brief of breaks.
October "break" this year was one
day, yet the residents were not allowed to
remain in their rooms over this long
weekend. For a student who lives out of
state, this can be an expensive and incon-
venient policy. Perhaps the solution would
be to extend October break, allowing
students who live in other states a reason-
able amount of time at home. Perhaps the
solution would be to eliminate October
break, and observe Martin Luther King
Jr.' s Birthday instead.
Fourth, a resident director is al-
lowed to enter a students room at any
time, with no notice, for reasons of "health
or safety." This policy is a flagrant viola-
tion of civil rights, and is unacceptable at
best. If the university is going to act as a
landlord in binding students to a lease,
there is no reason why they should not be
required to act as a landlord when it
comes to entering a student's residence.
Any off-campus landlord would be re-
quired to give a tenant at least 24 hours
notice before entering the apartment. This
should be required of the university.
Granted, there are fundamental differ-
ences between institutional, on-campus
living and independent off-campus life,
but privacy is not a privilege. It is a right.
Lastly, if a student is evicted for
disciplinary reasons, that individual has
24 hours to vacate the premises. Obvi-
ously, the university should evict any
student who persists in destructive be-
havior, but 24 hours is just not enough
time to make alternate living arrange-
ments. While the university is complete-
ly justified in making sure that the viola-
tor is removed as quickly as possible, a
period of 48 hours to remove possessions
would be much more realistic.
Student Government President Col-
lin Worster campaigned on a platform
that included a promise to work for chang-
es in this situation, and progress is being
made. Students who choose to live on
campus must realize that they are choos-
ing to live in an institutional situation,
and as such, are subject to the rules of the
institution. The university, on the other
hand, has the responsibility to provide a
safe, secure environment one that pro-
motes education while respecting the
rights of students who are adults. In such
a situation, obviously not everybody will
be pleased with the outcome, but a work-
able solution is within reach.
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• Women in the Curriculum
Panel discusses changes in the status of women abroad
Roumyana Tsavena tells ofher homestead at a Women in the Curriculum
luncheon. (Wickenheiser photo.)
By Laxmi Vallury
Staff Writer
Women in Eastern Europe have wit-
nessed similar changes in status over differ-
ent historical periods. On Wednesday, a
panel of speakers discussed these changes at
the Women in the Curriculum lunch series,
titled "Women in Eastern Europe: A First-
hand Account."
The panel, consisting of speakers repre-
senting Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Rumania and
Albania, was moderated by Marisue Picker-
ing, associate vice president for Academic
Affairs.
Roumyana Tsavena of Bulgaria, visiting
lecturer in the Department of Journalism
and Mass Communication, began by noting
that in the 1950s and the 1960s Bulgaria's
family structure was patriarchal, with the
male head assuming responsibility for the
daily activities, business and finances of the
household.
Tsavena said, "The progress and well-
being of the family depended upon his wis-
dom and self-support. When the head of the
family was in the house, only his voice was
heard. Everyone else would speak in small
voices, unless he or she, that means the son
or daughter, had something important to ask
of him."
On the demise of the male head, property
was equally divided among the sons and the
eldest married son, or the widow of the man,
succeeded as head of household.
Tsavena said that the woman of the house-
hold was responsible, among other things,
for the education of the children, allocation
of household chores and the performance of
death related rituals.
"The wife of the head of the family
enjoys a great deal of respect in the home.
She retains her status even after the death of
the husband," she said.
Tsavena said during that period, the
women of the middle and upper-class fam-
ilies enjoyed the privilege of a good educa-
tion in medicine, arts and languages.
After World War II, town women were
employed in different professions and had a
strong impact on intellectual life. However,
they were expected to quit work after mar-
riage or pregnancy, and were paid less than
men for the same jobs.
Tsavena said she believes that the post
war phase introduced important changes in
the condition of women. She said, "After
World War II, the political, economic and
ideological changes in Bulgaria, which be-
came a socialist republic, close ally of
U.S.S.R, introduced profound changes in
the position of men and women."
Some of the changes included guaran-
teed employment, equality of women, health
care and social services for everyone, and
reduced income. Women began working
because of the prevailing economic condi-
tions, and unrestricted jobs made it easier
for them to work in various fields. There was
no longer any stigmas attached to single
women , who, along with pregnant women,
were now entitled to social benefits.
Tsavena said since 1989, many women
work and even start the family businesses.
Bulgarian men assist in household chores
and decisions are jointly taken.
She said, however, that legislation is not
really favorable to women in businesses.
Sofij a Trivunac from Yugoslavia, a grad-
uate student in counseling, said that before
World War II, Yugoslavia's social structure
was highly similar to that in Bulgaria with
its class structures. She said higher class
women were more educated, and had a stron-
ger sense of their rights because of foreign
influence.
She noted that many women, especially
from the rural areas, took an active part
during World War II, in defense of their
country.
Trivunac said that after the war Yugosla-
via's decision to be Communist changed the
status of women within a brief span of 10 to
20 years.
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"It was really an abrupt change for the
family structure and the structure of the
whole society and particularly for the wom-
en, it was a drastic change," she said.
For rural women from patriarchal fami-
lies, who enjoyed very few rights, introduc-
tion of equal rights was a major step for-
ward. However, women already into the
feminist movement, suffered a setback, as
any movement which reeked of outside in-
fluences was viewed with suspicion.
She also noted that reality did not keep
pace with the legislation. Women were still
paid less and now took on the burden of
household chores and outside work. "The
gap between the reality and the law was
very, very, deep," she said.
Deborah Stiles of the U.S., a doctoral
candidate in the Canadian-American pro-
gram in history, has travelled to Rumania,
among other countries.
She said that in the 1970s and 1980s,
women had to deal with problems brought
on by the Rumanian revolution. Caucescu,
the ruler then, sold agricultural products
produced by Rumanian workers as a way of
repaying Western debt. Women, primary
householders, watched food grow scarce,
and their reproductive rights being sup-
pressed through laws outlawing abortion, as
birth rates dropped.
With Caucescu' s fall, legislation grant-
ed reproductive rights to women, but birth
control was only available to professional
women, Stiles said.
She also noted that the economy did not
improve. Exports were banned, and while
there were more products, they did not reach
the average man. This affected the economy
of women. While women were allowed to
enter professions, their choices were limited
by the economic crisis and their talents
restricted to the house.
After touching on her various experienc-
es, she spoke about the Western media's
role with regard to Rumania. She said the
media focused on the tragedies of Rumania,
without contextualizing them. She did not
want to deny the reports of abused and
abandoned children, but pointed out that the
children she met were well cared for. She
insisted on the importance of looking at the
different contexts and viewpoints of the
tragedies and refraining from judgment.
"It's not really our place to judge cer-
tain crisis and the media attempted basical-
ly to take the focal point and point to it,
rather than examining all the different con-
texts that are in a place like Rumania,"
Stiles said.
Gerta Sazani from Albania, visiting
scholar in the chemistry department, said
that women in Albania, before World War I
were burdened, had no constitutional rights
and were forced to obey their husbands.
After World War II, Albania witnessed
the strongest dictatorship in Europe, where
all human rights were suppressed, she said.
In 1967, there was a movement toward lib-
eration that won women equal rights. How-
ever, Sazani said, women continued to face
hardship and poverty.
The discussion ended with a question
and answer session.
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By Patric Walker
For Friday, February 18
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
Because of certain challenging planetary
influences, you need to tread warily when
handling financial or business matters.
The position of Saturn in your anniversa-
ry chart sharpens your sense of value, but
don't let it make you too materialistic.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): Your
financial position isn't nearly as bad as it
might seem, so don't give up trying to
balance the books just yet. A solution can
be easily found once you stop searching
so hard.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): The
behavior of colleagues is still giving cause
for concern, although it may be some
time yet before you can prove you have
been misled. Not everyone shares your
brand of integrity.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Per-
haps you have been a shade too outspo-
ken recently, or maybe every word you
said was the truth. Tact can achieve what
argument and confrontation have failed
to do.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Keep
travel plans simple and don't carry too
much emotional baggage. The planets
seem to be endowing you with some won-
derfully creative ideas, even though mi-
nor delays mean you must work hard to
implement them.
LEO (July 23-August 22): It takes a
lot for you to go on the warpath, yet only
a small amount of kindness to cool you
down again. You will experience both
sides of the coin over the next few days.
VIRGO (August 23-September 22):
Don't start to panic if you feel that you are
being ignored in discussions that could
have great impact on your future. Partners
have the upper hand now, but not for long.
LIBRA (September 23-October 22):
Speak up and refuse to accept the support-
ing role. No one can hold a candle to you
now when it comes to getting the most
work done in the shortest possible time.
SCORPIO (October 23-November
21): Perhaps you have one too many
irons in the fire, or out of kindness you
took on extra responsibility recently. You
must first look to your own welfare.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22-De-
cember 21): Aspects of your solar chart
that govern domestic affairs suggest that
there may now be a few cross words on
the home front. Even if you lose your
temper, keep your sense of humor.
CAPRICORN (December 22-Janu-
ary 19): Deal with partners, loved ones
and family members with more tolerance
and less criticism. You have much to
prove over the next few weeks and can-
not waste time worrying about others'
mistakes.
AQUARIUS (January 20-February
18): Everyone may be out of sorts these
days. But what comes to light this week-
end can only make you more realistic in
your approach to business matters.
PISCES (February 19-March 20):
You have had to wait patiently for your
time to shine. You now have every right
to demand that colleagues and employers
pay more attention to what you are trying
to say.
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Patric Walker
For Saturday, February 19
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
There are so many demands on your time
that you probably feel like a limp rag.
Challenging aspects around your birth-
day signify that in this instance, you
shouldn't look for the easy way out. Work
will win — wishing won't.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): On no
account be persuaded to make important
decisions while Mercury is traveling
through your solar chart. Remember that
everything has a price. You, of all peo-
ple, would be happy to foot the bill.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Chal-
lenges in the personal side of your life
are not intended to undermine your con-
fidence. The sooner you realize that cer-
tain doors are now locked, the sooner you
can make progress in a new direction.
GEMINI (May 21
-June 20): Some-
thing uniquely valuable and rewarding is
about to emerge out of recent conflicts.
No matter how turbulent life gets over
the next fews days, stay the course.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): The
point to remember now is that you can
face the future with confidence and opti-
mism. Others no longer have the power
to impose boundaries or dictate where
your talents should be used.
LEO (July 23-August 22): Not ev-
erything you were promised recently has
materialized, and you may be feeling tired
or troubled. You now have the perfect
opportunity to make your mark on the
world.
VIRGO (August 23-September 22):
Rarely have you felt so out of touch with
loved ones. Although several adjustments
will have to be made, on no account al-
low others to get the best of any deal.
LIBRA (September 23-October 22):
If partners seem to criticize everything
you do, perhaps it's time to put them
firmly in their place. Become more out-
spoken, especially when it comes to pro-
moting your own ideas.
SCORPIO (October 23-November
21): You should now be trying to under-
stand your own thought processes rather
than worrying about what other people
are trying to do. How many of your new
ideas are actually useful?
SAGITTARIUS (November 22-De-
cember 21): You are not always the
happy-go-lucky optimistic adventurer you
like to portray. Even you feel insecure
occasionally. Remember that some fears
must be confronted directly.
CAPRICORN (December 22-Janu-
ary 19): This may be a frustrating time
for communicating with those you deal
with every day. You know what you want
to say, but make doubly sure the words
come out the way you intended.
AQUARIUS (January 20-February
18): Don't let anyone interfere in your
personal or financial affairs. Rarely have
you been offered such a clear cut oppor-
tunity to sweep away everything that is
old and outdated in your life.
PISCES (February 19-March 20):
What only recently seemed like a major
personal or professional setback now turns
out to be a blessing in disguise. You are
advised to tie up loose ends.
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ACROSS
1 Hunt
6 Dos follower
12 Asseveration
14 When the ghost
appears in
"Hamlet"
15 Cold weather
wear
17 Name
18 -- out of
(reject)
19 Famously hot
California town
21 Like some tapes
22 First name in
fashion
24 Longtime labor
chief
25 Matter of meter
26 Former Israeli
P.M.
28 Catch
29 Sheep menace
30 San Francisco
landmark
33 Not the world's
nicest boss
34 Smuggler's
nemesis,
maybe
35 Personal article,
in law
36 Two -
37 Bit of regalia
41 "Blue Moon"
lyricist
42 Hasidic leader
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44 Like some
medicines
45 Classified item,
for short
46 Pitches
48 Telephone
button
49 Tar
51 Walter Raleigh
quest
53 City on the
Willamette
54 Tripoli locale
55 Discharged
56 Work clothes,
perhaps
DOWN
Use a Swingline
2 Checker,
maybe
3 Olympic abbr.
4 Portray
5 Pay homage to
6 Bates
7 They're good
with tricks
8 Engine additive
9 Remembrance
of things past?
10 Active
Is conscientious
12 News first
13 Stuff it!
16 1975 Pulitzer
playwright
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Puzzle by Manny Nosowsky
2050-cent picture
23 "Scram!"
25 Opera set in
Seville
27 Lion's amount?
29 Matter of
course?
31 Palindromic
lady
32 Churchill, e.g.
33 Want
34 Work out at the
gym
35 Fox-hun sites
38 Blass rival
39 -- House
40 Crazy as 
42 Blew a fuse
43 Over
46 Sprinkle site
47" 
 
it"
(conversation
closer)
50 Frost relative
52 Streaked
Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-
5656 (75C each minute).
Corrections
To bring a correction to our at-
tention, contact the Editor at 581-
1271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.
Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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A rt sFor um • Hey! It's an All Arts Friday! This is just an embryonicsample of what we could create if you sent in yourstuff, too—graphics, sketches, poetry...
What's
new on
the arts
scene:
In The Near Future:
Comedy: "Postcards from Maine
featuring Tim Sample with Bob Bryan,
Anna Dodson and Don Campbell," a
benefit performance for the Maine Chap-
ter of the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society and The Jimmie Heuga Center, 8
p.m. Friday, Feb. 18, Maine Center for
the Arts. Admission.
Movie: "Fatal Instinct," 6:30 p.m.
and 9:15 p.m., Friday, Feb. 18, Hauck
Auditorium, Union. Admission.
Comedy: "Comedy Cafe with Kevin
Knox and Paul Nardizzi," 9 p.m., Fri-
day, Feb. 18, Damn Yankee, Union.
Admission.
Concert: "Bangor Symphony Or-
chestra Concert," 3 p.m., Sunday, Feb
20, Maine Center for the Arts. Admis-
sion. Student Rush Tickets are available.
For more information, call 942-5555.
Pre-concert Lecture: "Preview by
David Klocko," 2 p.m. Bodwell Lounge,
Maine Center for the Arts. Free.
Film: "Sofie," (Danish with English
subtitles), part of the Not at the Mall Film
Series, 3:30 p.m. and 7 p.m., Sunday, Feb.
20, Hauck Auditorium, Union. Admission.
On-Going Arts and
Entertainment:
Daniel Farber: Photographs, a
UMaine Museum of Art exhibit, Feb 11-
March 28, Graphics Gallery, Union.
Paul Knaut: Maine Photographer,
a UMaine Museum of Art exhibit, Jan
26-March 20, Hauck Gallery, Union.
Leslie Bostrom: Paintings, a UMaine
Museum of Art exhibit through Feb. 20,
Carnegie Gallery in Carnegie Hall.
Migrant Within II, a UMaine Mu-
seum of Art exhibit through Feb. 20,
1938 Gallery in Carnegie Hall.
Sacred Buddhist Art from Tibet, a
Hudson Museum exhibit of contempo-
rary paintings from Tibet through March
11, Maine Center for the Arts.
Inuit Images: Their Life Through
Their Art, a Hudson Museum exhibit of
contemporary Inuit prints and carvings
through March 13, Maine Center for the
Arts.
Movie and Live Music, every Thurs-
day night at the Ram's Horn, 7:30 p.m.
Call 581-1734.
Thursday Night at the Bear's Den,
featuring live music, 9 p.m. Call 581-
1734.
Movies from India, every Monday,
6:30 p.m., 101 Neville. Call 581-1734.
International Folk Dancing, every
Monday, 7 p.m., Call. 581-1734.
Peace Studies Lecture Series, every
Monday, 12:15-1:30 p.m., Bangor
Lounge, Memorial Union.
Maine Review Poetry Readings,
first Tuesday of every month, Ram's
Horn, Call 581-8707.
• Commentary
Horn readings: misogyny or poetry?
By Therese M. Assalian
Volunteer writer
I have been attending the monthly
poetry readings at the Ram's Horn regu-
larly since October. What has become
increasingly apparent to me is the heavy-
handed doses of misogynistic rheto-
ric doled out by some of these self-
proclaimed poets.
A good percentage of these "po-
ems" contain images of women as
shrews, bitches, witches, victims and
objects. The language is graphic, the
images disturbing.
One guy—using a Salingeresque
approach—told the story of a young girl
who was brutally beaten, raped and left for
dead in a ditch on the side of the road. He felt
the apparent need to tell us that she was
bleeding from every orifice including that of
her anus. Very poetic indeed, and oh so
necessary, I'm sure.
Another guy, who was particularly bitter,
had horrible things to say about every woman
he had ever come in contact with, including
his mother.
After being treated to this verbal assault
of senseless rants, I remember thinking that
Orono would be safer if this guy was off the
streets and that he really would benefit from
some intense psychotherapy. Talk about bag-
gage.
The second time I saw him, he said he had
to "tone down" his readings because his
professor had informed him that he "came off
as a misogynist at the last reading." Valida-
tion.
To prove it's not just the knit cap, flannel
shirt, baggy pants wearing guys dishing the
dirt, this from an otherwise clean-cut, conser-
vative-looking man who ended his poem
with, "You useless bitch."
Somewhere along the way, these pseudo-
poets have been grossly misinformed. They
seem to subscribe to the notion that in order
for poetry to be good, it has to
shock. For this, we, the audi-
ence, are paying the price.
From what
I have
witnessed, a
concerted effort
is made on the part
of these poets to throw
in all the little nasty words
they know, plus an obligatory
"bitch" or "slut" for added ef-
fect. If they are not doing it
intentionally, then these may be
some of the most angry, sexually
frustrated and bitter men in the North-
east. Scared of that.
No wonder there are so few female voices
heard at these readings. It's not exactly a
friendly environment. I would encourage all
women, and men for that matter, who have
been considering attending the readings but
haven't out of fear your work will be judged
substandard, to go.
Anything above gutter level, anything
that will elevate the present pathetic state of
affairs to that higher than prisoner meets
truck driver meets woman-hater will be a
II
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large improvement over some of the useless
nonsensical garbage that I have been hearing.
I can hear the detractors now... "What
about the First Amendment?" I would never
condone censorship or the silencing of any
voice, but when misogyny is disguised as art,
or in this case poetry, that's just plain wrong.
Poetry readings that I've been to outside
of Orono have all included audience partic-
ipation—if you don't like something you
let them know. Not at the Ram's Horn.
There, everyone sits completely silent,
save a few chuckles, someone reads a
few pieces, everyone claps, someone
else comes to the stage. It's very
bizarre to hear someone talk about a
bleeding corpse, then minutes later
hear people clap.
One night, my friend and I were
so disgusted, we started heckling.
Another First Amendment privilege
I will continue to exercise, thank
you very much.
I fully plan on attending
future readings at the Horn.I
have heard some good po-
etry there by persons who
understand that one need not
be beaten over the head with abra-
sive language and distorted imagery
for a poem to "work."
One poem, in memory of Rev. Elizabeth
Morris, comes to mind. In it a young man
speaks of a budding friendship and all the
things he could have learned, all the things
that could have been had her life not ended so
early, so suddenly. Another, from a woman
whose delicate descriptions of her personal
journey toward realization of self were heart-
felt and moving.
These and other poems are the reasons I
keep going back to the Horn. It is always a
pleasure to hear words for the first time,
words that have a subtle eloquence about
them, words that quietly, gently sneak up on
See MISOGYNY on page 15
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Untitled
A pin vibrates in vapid refrain.
Her Chorus of frozen atoms peaks;
Vibrato flows liquidized, transparent in Gas and Ebbs.
Are coming forth molten embryonic.
They flagellate their parental placenta—Voile Shrine.
Cool liniment calmly drizzling from linen,
If pulled taunt should ripple and pierce herself...
VVhere flame in callousing relinquishes the explosive sphere,
Of pattern scores with pitter-pat comes seas impregnation,
That teams with microscopic jewels use inner razors for
personal dissection.
Her increase populace swells her being.
Her body spouts blood from virginal orifice drenching Her
miscarriage fluently.
Of premature expelled like orphaned in longing breath,
Her child flowed through torn cervix; tumbling in vacuum.
Wide plain of blackness develops in embrace.
Welcoming the newly abandoned youth on integration with itself.
The infants of planet-spheres, evolved awareness forthcoming...
Continue quest for Her: They Dream, A pin vibrates in vapid refrain.
—Cathy DeGraff
Misogyny from page 14
you, make you smile, make you think, af-
fecting you in positive ways.
But these positive aspects are not the
things that last. For some reason the nega-
tive words and images, so brutally forced
into my mind against my will, are the ones
I remember so vividly. An indelible stain on
the psyche. The poems that lift my spirit live
a shorter life, the exact words fade out of
memory so quickly, too quickly.
It seems lately we are hearing more and
more about people getting fed up with vio-
lence in their communities. They've reached
the breaking point and they've decided
they're not going to take it anymore. They
are taking back their streets and their neigh-
borhoods from the trash that's infesting it.
Vigilante justice. I now see why this no-
tion is so appealing to so many. I propose
similar tactics at the Ram's Horn poetry
readings.
We need to encourage, not alienate,
those whose words and voices have the
potential to be beneficial and uplifting.
Be vocal if you find something offen-
sive. Be encouraging when you hear
something of value. Whatever you do,
don't be silent. Especially when you
encounter misogyny—dressed up and
disguised as a poem. Let's elevate this
art form to where it belongs: a placer
higher than the gutter.
Sounds like vigilante poetic justice to
me.
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• Preview
Sample humor for a good cause
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
Tim Sample, the modern master of Down
East folk humor, is brining his "Postcards from
Maine" show to the Maine Center for the Arts
tonight.
The show, starting at 8 p.m., sponsored by
Weber Energy and Union Trust, is a benefit for
the Maine Chapter of the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society. All net proceeds for the
event will go to this group and the Jimmy
Heuga Center, a treatment center for MS.
"Postcards from Maine" is an open-ended
performance that Sample, in a telephone inter-
view from his home and office in Bath, com-
pared to radio shows like "Prairie Home Com-
panion." Sample acts as both host and per-
former, giving monologues and then introduc-
ing the other artists as they come on stage.
Sample Studios, the humorist's company,
first conceived the "Postcards" format in 1989,
and have done 5 or 6 shows since, showcasing
several different Maine entertainers each time.
Sample figures that he'll never run out of
artists to feature on these shows. "Maine has an
inordinate amount of talented people... and
we're proud of it," he said.
There's always some spontaneity involved,
too, as the performers have time to discuss
their acts backstage, and sometimes plan to
combine them in some way on the spot, Sam-
ple said.
Appearing at the performance, at special
request by Sample, is Bob Bryan, who co-
recorded, with his partner, the late Marshall
Dodge, records called "Bert and r in the
1950s, which quickly became the basis for
Northeastern folk humor as Americans know
it today.
Anyone who's ever drawled "You can't
get theyah from heyah" as the punchline to a
joke owes something to Bryan and Dodge,
because they first coined the term with their
records, Sample said.
Bryan plans to retell that skit along with
another classic from his original recordings,
called "Bluebird Encounters the Bangor Pack-
et.
Other performers include two well-known
Maine folk musicians, Anne Dodson and Don
Campbell.
It's important that the MCA is packed
tonight, Dr. William Wood, a medical inter-
nist in Bangor, said, because Maine has the
second highest number of multiple sclerosis
cases in the country.
"It's a weird disease in that it affects people
in the North 10 times more than those in the
South," Wood said.
Wood is a member of the Bangor Bomb-
ers, a group of two doctors and a nurse who've
spent the last couple of years raising money for
MS research. They are the driving force be-
hind the production of tonight's event, which
they hope will raise $7000 to $8000.
University of Southern Maine Summer Session is pleased
to announce an intriguing new program.
Crimmology in Great Britain
July 11 -August 1,1994
Offered for six credits in conjunction with the University of Sheffield, this three-week
program will expose students to a different culture and educational system, and permit
them to see "criminology at work" in a different country and to engage in the
cross-cultural study of crime.
For more information about this program, write to:
University of Southern Maine, Office of Extended Academic Programs/Summer Session
96 Falmouth Street, Portland, Maine 04103
or call (207) 780-4076 or 1-800-800-4USM, Extension 4076.
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Sample estimates that Sample Studios gets
about 200 requests a year by different organi-
zations to perform for benefits and fund-rais-
ers for everything short of "aid for flood-
ravaged Atlantis," so he's got to be pretty
selective about where he performs.
A main criteria for choosing which bene-
fits to perform at, he said, is how well-orga-
nized the show's producers are. A group of
people with sharp marketing skills and con-
nections with the local media to promote the
event will always be better to work with than
someone who just slaps a celebrity's face on a
poster and expects people to come.
Sample said that the Bangor Bombers fall
into the former category. "The difference be-
tween a success and a fiasco is someone like
Dr. Wood," he said.
Personal ideals play an important role in
choosing benefits, too. There isn't much chance
that he'll be caught raising money for the Rush
Limbaugh fan club, Sample said.
The show's strange ticket-selling rate,
which was slow at first but has picked up in the
last couple of days, comes as no surprise to
Sample's crew, who see similar audience be-
havior every winter.
In typical fashion of theorizing the odd
mannerisms of Mainers, Sample said this is
probably because everyone up here is so para-
noid about the weather they don't dare buy
tickets ahead of time in case a major snow-
storm hits.
Ode to a
Janitor
They come in at night
When no one's there,
To sweep and swab
And clean up hair
Night after night,
Clean, clean, clean,
With mops and wringers
And a buffing machine
Push a broom
To clean the floor,
scrub the toilet
There's so much more
Let the Pledge spray
and wipe it right off,
The white gloves will tell
If you're goofing off
Turn off the light,
It's time to go,
If you missed it tonight,
Tomorrow you'll know
— By a janitor who wishes to
remain anonymous
7 OAK STREET
ORONO, MAINE 04473
Fostcards
From Maine
Catch a great
night of
comedy and
music with
some of
Maine's
finest
entertainers!
Al
MAINE
Center
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Proceeds will benefit the Maine Chapter of the
National Multiple Sclerosis Society and the Jimmie
Heuga Center for MS research.
rii910.111 -1111.-
*Bob Bryan*
Bert 'n I Star
*Anne Dodson*
Fon( Music Star
*Don Campbell*
of Outer Green Records
Shake off that cabin fever, and make
your reservations today!
Call 581-1755
All Seats Reserved
$12 General * $10 Students
Sponsored by Webber Energy & Union Trust
Brought to you In part by Acadia Surgical Suites
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Sports Ticker
Kerrigan, Harding icy
at shared practice
HAMAR, Norway (AP)—They didn't
talk on the ice, and they spied each other
only out of the corners of their eyes to keep
from bumping while they skated. When
one performed, the other turned away.
Tonya Harding and Nancy Kerrigan,
working out together at the Olympics for
the first time Thursday, acted more like
strangers than teammates.
Harding got a warm hug from Lily
Lee, an American-trained Korean skat-
er, at the end of the session, then talked
and laughed with Bulgarian Zvetelina
Abrasheva.
Kerrigan left early without a word,
and that's when Harding skated her best
to prove she's ready to go for the gold,
twice nailing the triple axel jump no
other woman will even attempt in the
Winter Games.
They practiced on a dimly lit hockey
rink amid the strongest security force seen
at any event at the Olympics and under the
gaze of an international media horde wor-
thy of a presidential summit-500 report-
ers, photographers and TV crews jammed
into a space suited for about 100.
Two hours later, they came back and
practiced their short programs on the
larger rink where the medals will be
decided next Friday night.
And still they skated without ac-
knowledging each other.
Harding fell badly during an attempt
at another triple axel near the end of the
second session. She hit the wall and
clutched her right ankle with a pained
look on her face.
She rose gingerly and skated slowly
over to her coach. A few minutes later,
she tried the jump three more times,
finally landing it again on her last at-
tempt, though she stepped out of it with
her ankle still hurting.
"My ankle hurt like that at the na-
tionals," Harding said. "It's been sore
for a while."
Kerrigan was as happy about a tele-
gram she received today from Dallas
Cowboys quarterback Troy Allman as
she was about her skating.
"The telegram wished her good luck,
and she was very excited," U.S. figure
skating spokesman Kristin Matta said.
"She said it was cool."
The attention didn't seem to bother
Harding or Kerrigan, though it annoyed
others.
Brown wins, Osuna
loses in arbitration
NEW YORK (AP) — Hou ston pitch-
er Al Osuna lost his arbitration case
against the Astros, and Texas pitcher
Kevin Brown settled with the Rangers.
Osuna was awarded $375,000 by ar-
bitrator Pat Hardin instead of the
$975,000 he sought. He was 1-1 with a
3.20 ERA last season and made $312,500.
Brown and the Rangers agreed at
$4,225,000, up from $2.8 million last
year. Brown was 15-12 last season.
• UMaine hockey
UMaine heads to face BU
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Some observers might think the luster of
the University of Maine/Boston University
hockey rivalry has dulled a bit as a result of
the Black Bears' bout with mediocrity this
season.
Don't count UMaine coach Shawn Walsh
among them.
"Based on the ticket sales this weekend
and how packed their place is going to be, I
would have to say the rivalry is as strong as
ever," Walsh said. "I think that will be
obvious once the two teams take the ice."
The Black Bears and the Terriers add
another chapter to their always competitive,
often combative history Saturday and Sun-
day nights at Walter Brown Arena in Bos-
ton.
The last time the two teams met in a
series, back on Nov. 19 and 20 in Orono, the
teams battled to a split. BU won the first
See UMAINE HOCKEY
on page 18
Trevor Roenick (40) and the UMaine hockey team heads to BU this weekend
(Boyd photo.)
Gotta go
with Snow
By Chad Finn
Sports Editor
Team USA
hockey coach Tim
Taylor, the U.S.
Olympic Committee
— heck, even the
rest of the world — are learning some-
thing University of Maine fans were
already well aware of.
Garth Snow is a better goalie than
Mike Dunham.
That may not exactly come as a
news flash to Black Bear fans who had
the privilege of watching the two ex-
cellent Team USA netminders go a
combined 105-14-6 in their three sea-
sons together at UMaine. A giant tro-
phy in the lobby of Alfond is all the
proof they need that Snow is better. A
trophy that reads "1993 National
Champions."
Dunham or Snow? Snow or Dun-
ham? It had always been a pleasant
dilemma for UMaine coach Shawn
Walsh over the course of those three
seasons. But when it came down to the
stretch run in the Black Bears' quest
for their first national title last season,
See FINN COLUMN
on page 18
• UMaine women's basketball
Second-half surge stops Hawks, 67-50
By John Black
Sports Writer
It's been a frustrating week for the Uni-
versity of Maine women's basketball team.
Thursday evening the Black Bears took those
frustrations out on the University of Hart-
ford Hawks.
The Black Bears shot 50 percent (12-24)
from the floor in the second half as they
defeated the Hawks 67-50 in their first game
since Monday's ruling by the North Atlantic
Conference that they cannot compete in the
postseason tournament.
"The second half was really key,"
UMaine coach Joanne Palombo said. "I felt
different people stepped up at different times.
It was really a balanced attack."
Freshman guard Trish Ripton came off
the bench to lead the Black Bears, 17-6
overall and 9-1 in the NAC, with a career-
high 17 points in 21 minutes of play.
"At the beginning of the season I was a
little shaky," Ripton said. "I was just trying
to get the hang of playing college basketball
and trying to fit into the team. As the season
has been going along I feel like I'm playing
a lot better and with more confidence."
Palombo was excited for the freshman
guard.
"We have such a balanced team and
Trish did such a nice job creating and open-
ing things up and taking good shots," Pal-
UMaine's Trisha Ripton battles an
unidentified Hartford player for the
ball during Thursday women's hoop
action at Alfond. (Boyd photo.)
ombo said. "That's been so incredibly im-
portant to this team that at different times
people do step up and make that difference."
Palombo made sure that her team fo-
cused on the game and not on the events of
the week.
"I just told the players to focus on play-
ing," Palombo said. "We control our own
destiny and so we've got to take one game at
a time and take care of business. That's the
most important thing right now."
Sophomore forward Steph Guidi added
14 points and nine rebounds.
"I think we remained focused on what
we had to do, to win the conference, and I
think we're keeping our minds set on that,"
Guidi said.
UMaine, 18-1 lifetime against the Hawks,
started to pull away when Rita Sullivan
connected on a lay-up to put the Black Bears
up 34-26 with 16:16 remaining. Hartford, 9-
13 and 2-8 NAC would get no closer.
Freshman center Stacey Porrini made
her presence felt in the second half with
eight points, four rebounds, and two blocks
in eight minutes of play.
"I loved the aggressiveness Stacey
showed today," Palombo said. "She was
mean, she came after it, didn't hesitate, and
it really paid off."
Palombo feels that the action taken
against her club will help bring them closer
together.
"We will always remember this," Pal-
ombo said. "I think it's going to be some-
See UMAINE WOMEN'S HOOP
on page 18
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UMaine women's hoop from page 17
thing that's going to really bond us. What
goes around comes around and it's going to
come around for us. We're building some-
thing very special here and despite the set-
backs no one can take that away and no one
will."
Hartford was lead by Candace Ward
who scored 18 points. Lorraine Grogan
added 11 and Heather Weindorfer 10
points.
"This game we certainly didn't execute
offensively," Hartford coach Allison Jones
said. "We weren't sharp and very slow to get
into our sets."
Black Bear Notes: Regarding Monday's
ruling, Hartford's Jones feels that UMaine
might have paid too stiff a price.
"My personal opinion is that it's obvi-
ously an honest mistake," Jones said. "They
weren't looking to gain an advantage in any
way andI think it's very unfortunate for the
Maine seniors.
• Junior guard Erin Grealy also played
well for UMaine, netting 12 points.
UMaine hockey from page 17
game, 5-3, but UMaine rebounded the next
night for a convincing 5-1 win.
Things have changed since then, howev-
er. The Black Bears were ranked No. 1 in the
country and BU sixth in a matchup that
looked like a preview of a possible NCAA
Final Four game. Of course, that was before
UMaine's assortment of well-documented
problems caused them to fall far out of the
national top 10.
Lately, though, UMaine (11-14-3 over-
all, 6-9-3 in Hockey East) seems to have
jumped back on the road to success, first by
sweeping No. 8-ranked UNH two weeks
ago, then earning a pair of ties on the road
versus tough UMass-Lowell last weekend.
Walsh said the Black Bears' recent re-
surgence is due to one factor — at last, they
are completely healthy.
"For the first time all season, no one is
hurt," Walsh said. "That's been the fore-
most reason why we have been playing
better hockey lately."
Walsh realizes his team will have it's hands
full with the Terriers, who are 19-7 overall and
currently third in the national rankings. But he
thinks it's realistic that UMaine could pick up
at least a couple of points in the Hockey Fast
race against league-leading BU.
"(Walter Brown Arena) is one of the
most difficult places to play in college hock-
ey," Walsh said. "The BU fans are so loud
and rowdy. But if we play the way we have
been, I think we can go down there and quiet
them down a bit."
Black Bear Notes: Hockey-legend-in-
his-own-time Wayne Gretzky was a guest
on CBS's late night Olympic review show
Wednesday, and the Great One had glowing
things to say about Team Canada and
(former?) UMaine star Paul Kariya.
When the show's host, Pat O'Brien, asked
Gretzky if he had had the chance to see the
"latest next Gretzky," (meaning Kariya) the
Los Angeles Kings superstar answered that
he indeed had — and liked what he saw.
"I watched him in the World Junior
Championships last season when he was 18,
19 years old (actually 18)," Gretzky said. "I
was extremely impressed. He's a gifted of-
fensive player, and he's a kid who comes
from a great family and has a good head on
his shoulders. He'll be going to a good
franchise, Anaheim, and I think he'll be an
excellent player for them for a long time."
If Kariya happened to hear Gretzky's
words, he must have been thrilled. Kariya
idolized Gretzky so much as a kid growing
up in No. Vancouver, B.C. that his mother
Sharon, recalling her son's fascination with
the Great One, said last year, "Everything in
his room was Gretzky. Pictures, videotapes,
books. Everything. When people compare
him to Wayne, he thinks it's silly because he
believes (Gretzky) is head-and-shoulders
above everyone else. Secretly though, I know
it flatters him tremendously."
Presumably even more so when the praise
comes from that guy in the posters, video-
tapes and books himself.
• Players to watch for BU include forwards
Mike Potnichter (21-17-38), Jacques Joubert
(13-16-29) and Jay Pandolfo (8-18-26), defen-
seman Rich Brennan (6-20-26) and goalies
Derek Herlofslcy (7-3, 2.92 GAA, .889 save
%) and J.P. McKersie (12-3, 2.92, .894).
Finn column from page 17
the decision became more difficult.
Hockey logic maintains you always go
with the hot goalie. Dunham had been beat-
en once all season; Snow remained unde-
feated. Their statistics were nearly identical.
Who would he chose?
Walsh took the safe, logical road. He
decided to continue to alternate the duo, and
despite some minor struggles by Dunham in
the Hockey East Tournament, for the most
part it worked.
Dunham faced Minnesota in the NCAA
Regionals. He won. Snow faced Michigan
in the Semifinals. He won. Dunham got the
start in the National Championship game.
Walsh' s strategy distenegrated. Dunham
choked.
OK, choked might be too harsh of a
word. He let in four goals in two periods
against a Lake Superior State team that was
clearly deserving of its place in the title
game. Perhaps they even deserved to be
national champions. They probably would
have been if Walsh hadn't pulled Dunham
for Snow at the beginning of the third peri-
od.
"If we hadn't had to face you," Team
USA member and former Laker Brian
Rolston told Snow a few weeks ago, "we
would have been the ones celebrating at the
end."
The end and the path toward it still re-
mains so vivid: the three Kariya-to-Mont-
gomery goals to overcome the 4-2 deficit.
We remember the ping of Sean Tallaire's
shot hitting the crossbar over the fallen
Snow in the game's final seconds. We re-
member every last one of his eight breath-
taking saves leading up to those final sec-
onds.
In this season of turmoil, it's hard not to
long for last year. Which could partially
explain why I have had no less than 10 fans
come up to me the past few weeks and ask
(in some forms more obscene than others),
"How can the Olympic team even think of
going with Dunham in Lillehammer?"
My answer? Really, I don't know.
Typically, I give them the spiel about
how Dunham the Spoiled Rich Kid had been
groomed since his early teens to be the US
Olympic goalie, while Snow the Lazy Fat
Kid had to drop 20 pounds as a freshman at
UMaine just get Walsh to give him a shot.
Dunham grew up in the Olympic develop-
ment program; Snow grew up after Walsh
told him he'd better— or else.
Ironically, it was Team USA's babying
of Dunham that gave Snow his chance.
During the 1991-92 season, Olympic coach
Dave Peterson added Dunham as his third
goalie to give him some added international
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experience in preparation for the '94 Games.
It was while Dunham was in Albertville that
a slimmed-down Snow showed Walsh what
he could do.
"That's when we realized Garth could be
more than just a big guy blocking the net,"
Walsh remembers. "He had a chance when
Mike left, and boy, did he capitalize on it."
By the time Dunham returned home in
his flashy new red, white and blue sports-
wear, having not played an Olympic milli-
second, he found that Snow was now his
equal in the blue and white goal.
His achievements over the next few years
caught the eyes of the U.S. Olympic hockey
honchos. Still, when it came time to open the
'94 Olympic games, it was Dunham be-
tween the USA pipes versus lightly-regard-
ed France.
True to form, it was also Dunham who
said he had a "hard time getting into it" as the
French embarrassed him with four goals on
14 shots in a game the US was fortunate to
tie.
So who came to the rescue in the next
outing? Who else? Snow, who stopped 30 of
33 Slovak shots in another US tie, prompt-
ing Boston Globe columnist Bob Ryan to
close his Wednesday piece with the words,
"(Snow's) Olympic run is only getting start-
ed." The run continued with another solid
performance against Paul (the Next One)
Kariya and Team Canada in Team USA's
third tie yesterday.
Meanwhile, Walsh, who held practice
yesterday at 6 a.m. so the entire UMaine
team could watch the USA-Canada game at
their usual practice time of 2 p.m., isn't
telling which of his ex-goalies he thinks
should be playing.
"They're both excellent," he said. "They
both deserve to play, and Peter Ferraro told
me Dunham will get the start against Swe-
den. I'm sure he's itching to show what he
can do."
But some of his players aren't sure it's
the right move. "Garth is the better goalie,"
UMaine junior defenseman Jacque Rod-
rigue said. "He proved it here."
And UMaine sophomore Blair Marsh,
one of the goalies who are attempting to fill
Dunham and Snow' sample skates: "If Garth
lets in a bad goal, it doesn't affect him. It
does affect Dunny."
Maybe Dunham will play great against
Sweden, and Taylor will have the same
pleasant decision Walsh had to make for
those three save-happy seasons. Dunham or
Snow? Snow or Dunham? Who cares, they're
both great.
But if Dunham lets in a couple of "bad
goals," let's hope Taylor makes the same
move Walsh did that fateful April day last
year.
Because if the US actually plans on win-
ning some games during these Olympics,
they'd be wise to listen to some of that old
hockey logic.
No, not Always go with the hot goalie.
The revised version: Going for the Gold?
Gotta go Garth.
Chad Finn is a senior journalism major
from Bath, Maine who wants to live alone
with a dog named Baron or Gunner.
Be a sports
writer for The
Campus.
Just call Chad
581-1273.
Need a Tow?
Smart's Auto
Body
Custom Painting & Glass Replacement
Collision Repairs
24 Hour Wrecking Service
324 N. Main St.
Old Town, Maine 04468
827-2331
Nights and Weekend
827-5634
*If no Ans. 989-4030
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UMaine sports notebook
After a building season for both squads,
the men's and women's swimming and
diving teams compete today and Satur-
day in the North Atlantic Conference
championships in Newark, Del.
Both squads look to improve on last
year's performance, as the men finished
sixth and the women seventh.
Maxim Maximov (breast stroke, indi-
vidual medley), Todd Springer (back-
stroke, IM, freestyle), Keith Nickels (fre-
estyle, backstroke), Ben Springer (butter-
fly, freestyle) and Gerhard Sans (free-
style, butterfly) look to lead the Black
Bear men's swimmers.
Josh Caron, UMaine's top male diver,
will have tough shoes to fill in the NAC
meet. Since-graduated Tom Hines won
both the 1 meter and 3 meter diving com-
petitions last year.
The sister tandem of Sarah (breast-
stroke, backstroke) and Jennifer Reiley
(breaststroke, IM, freestyle) leads the
UMaine women, with help from Chris-
tine Doherty (freestyle, breaststroke, IM)
and Jen Truscheit (backstroke).
Alicia Clark, a former gymnast, leads
the UMaine women's diving team.
The meet takes place at the Carpenter
Center at the University of Delaware.
'Wayne Conlan, a UMaine hockey
forward and baseball outfielder, has been
dismissed from the baseball squad.
Conlan was expected to challenge for
a starting outfield position this season for
the Black Bear baseball team.
UMaine baseball coach John Winkin
could not be reached for comment.
This notebook compiled by staff writ-
er Chris DeBeck
• Olympics
Team USA, Canada tie, 3-3
LILLEHAMMER, Norway (AP) -
What else? A tie.
In its best-played and most exciting game
yet, the U.S. hockey team tied Canada 3-3
Thursday night. And in tying (of course) the
Olympic record with three ties in a tournament,
the Americans left the ice with perked-up medal
hopes and a feeling of accomplishment.
"There has been a lot of references to
our lack of intensity from start to finish, and
probably they're well-deserved - until to-
day," U.S. coach Tim Taylor said.
"I think we did our share of standing around
in Games 1 and 2. We certainly took stock in
that and realized that we put our backs against
the wall by only coming out of the Slovakia and
France games with a total of two points. I think
we had a little bit more feistiness."
The United States had rallied from two-
goal, third-period deficits to tie France and
Slovakia before tying Canada on Todd
Marchant' s power-play goal with 28 sec-
onds to play. Sweden also had three draws in
1988 and went on to win the bronze medal.
The Americans play Sweden (2-0-1) on
Saturday and finish the preliminary round Mon-
day against Italy (0-3). They are behind Swe-
den, Canada (2-0-1) and Slovakia (1-0-2) and
ahead of France (0-2-1) and Italy in Pool B. To
be one of the group's four medal-round qualifi-
ers, they probably only need to win one of their
two remaining games - or to tie them both.
"Whatever it takes," U.S. goalie Garth
Snow said.
Though the team could probably make
the medal round with five ties, Taylor said:
"Yes, but we need a win. We need to prove
to ourselves that we can beat somebody."
Is spring ever going to get here?!
Maine Campus classifieds Stop by the basement of LordHall for your classified ad.
help wanted
Summer Jobs With Upward Bound
Work with high school students on the
University of Maine campus. We need
English, foreign language, science, math,
career information teachers, a nurse,
residential life counselors, workshop co-
ordinator, work experience coordinator
and others. Summer work-study espe-
cially helpful. Excellent professional ex-
perience. Room and board available for
some positions. Details/application: Up-
ward Bound, 316 Chadbourne Hall; Uni-
versity of Maine, 581-2522.
Summer Jobs-Counselors & Staff:
Children's camps/Mass. Top salary, rm/
bd/laundry, travel allowance. Must have
skill in one of the following activities:
Archery, crafts, baseball, basketball,
dance, drama, drums, fencing, field
hockey, football, golf, guitar, gymnastics,
hockey, horseback riding-hunt seat, ka-
rate, lacrosse, nature, nurses, photogra-
phy, piano, pool, rocketry, rollerblading,
ropes, sailing, scuba, secretary, soccer,
tennis, track, waterski, windsurfing,
weights, wood. Men call or write: Camp
Winadu, 2255 Glades Rd., Suite 406E,
Boca Raton, FL 33431, (407) 994-5500.
Women call or write: Camp Danbee, 17
Westminster Dr., Montville, NJ 07045,
(800)392-3752. Recruiter will be on cam-
pus 3/22 at 11:00 a.m.-3 p.m. in Lower
Lobby of the Memorial Union. Stop by, no
appointment necessary.
Boothbay Harbor waterside resort
now hiring for all positions. Preference
to applicants willing to be cross trained.
NO housing. Lee Metzger c/o Lawn meer
Inn, 2245 N. Beach Rd., Englewood, FL
34223 (813) 475-7725
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT-
Make up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo. teach-
ing basic conversational English abroad.
Japan, Taiwan, and S. Korea. Many em-
ployers provide room & board + other
benefits. No teaching background or Asian
languages required. For more informa-
tion call: (206) 632-1146 ext.15067.
help wanted
300 Summer Camp Opportunities-In
NY, PA and New England. Instructors
needed for: tennis, basketball, baseball,
hockey, swimming/WSI/lifeguards, sail-
ing, water-skiing, windsurfing, lacrosse,
archery, gymnastics, ceramics, jewelry,
volleyball, soccer, dance, dramatics, eques-
trian, fitness, ropes, outdoorsmen, piano
accompaniast, Phys. Ed. majors, nurses,
chefs, etc. Call Arlene at: 1-800-443-
6428 now!
Nanny position-In CT starting May '94.
1 year commitment, childcare experience
required. Call (203) 233-0094.
miscellaneous
Psi Chi Nat'l Honor Society is now
accepting new members. Applications in
Psy Dept. Due 2/25.
IN LIMBO al SERVICE-The most music,
over $12,000! All request, exactly what
you want. Mike Laramee 947-6559.
Summer in Bar Harbor-Reserve housing
now! Bar Harbor is a great place to work &
play. Summer help is always needed, but
housing is scarce. For housing info call 207-
288-3864 or write P.O. Box 422, Bar Har-
bor, ME 04609. Open house for housing
Sat. March 5th noon-4 p.m.
Orono Thrift Shop-$1 per bag, 1/2
price in Boutique, Feb. 16th-Mar. 12th.
From Main, take Pine, 2nd rt. onto Birch;
Wed 11-4, Sat 11-2.
Drummer wanted: To play originals.
Influences pref: Zep, Pearl Jam + blues
artists. Call Jimmy 866-7560.
A national Pro-Life group is looking
for students to help communicate the
Pro-Life message. Write to: Stop the
Killing, Inc., P.O. Box 7725, Metairie, LA
70010
Spring Break get in shape-Step aerobics
and more. Evening classes, beginners
welcome. Clark's Fitness 827-2456.
We're back! Male & female strippers for
birthdays, fraternity, sorority & special
occasions. Call Exotica 947-4406.
lost & found
Lost: Silver with black stone class ring.
Gray-New Gloucester w/ Ali on it. Call
x7147
Lost: Will the person who found Black
Simms snowboarding boots at the Out-
ing Club cabin before break call x7066
and leave a message.
Lost: Sharp EL 5500 scientific calculator
near Nutting Hall on Feb. 9. Call Dan x4169.
Lost: Brown velvet hat Saturday night,
maybe near the Ram's Horn, and a silver
button with an anchor on it Monday
between the Union and Neville Hall.
Please call Kristina at 866-4127 if you've
found either of these. I'm cold!
Lost: Woman's black wool scarf in vicin-
ity of greenhouse. Call x2968.
Lost: Silver earring-1/2 moon w/ star.
Call Ashley x8618.
Found: A watch on Texas Ave., on Uni-
versity College campus. Call to identify.
581-6081.
Found: Items such as watches, glasses,
earrings, keys, weight belts and ski boots
have been turned in to the Recreational
Sports Office Lost & Found. These items
can be claimed from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday. Call 581-
1082 for further information.
Found: Nike (right hand leather glove) in
Memorial Gym last Mon. Call 581-1197
Kwon.
Found: Blue and black Laguna watch on
walkway in front of Hitchner. Call the
Maine Campus at x1273.
travel
Spring Break '94-Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica, Florida & Padre! 110% lowest
price guarantee! Organize 15 friends &
your trip is free! Take a Break Student
Travel (800) 328-7283.
Last chance to book! Spring break sale
1994! Special rates from Boston to Jamaica
and Cancun from only $449! Lowest prices
guaranteed to S. Padre, Florida! Call
Sunsplash Tourstodayat 1-800-426-7710.
roommates
Share lovely, quiet home in Orono.
Reasonable, great deal, phone, laundry,
utilities incl. Call Clara 866-3701.
Looking for a place this summer? I
found it...! need two roommates! Down-
town Orono, $200 bucks. 866-7487.
Roommate wanted to share lg., clean,
pleasant 2 BR duplex. Laundry, parking,
on bus rt. Very nice. Call eves. 947-
5729.
$150/mo. + 1/4 utils-Own room in 4
BR house. Available end of Feb. On bus
route. Non-smoker. 827-5706 eves.
apartments
Apartments for fall '94. Efficiencies 1,
2,3,4,5 BR apts. Walking distance to
campus. 866-2516 or 941-9113.
for sale
Pioneer 4x20 watt car amp with 8
band equilizer with Led display-$50.
Pioneer TSX-25 rear mount car speak-
ers. 80 watts max output-$60. Best
offers. Call Jeff at 581-1272 or 827-
7928.
Save over $100.00 on Mac Act! I have
a Mac Act contract to sell you. Call April
at 581-6534.
Macintosh computer for sale-Com-
plete system including printer only $500.
Call Chris at 1-800-289-5685.
personals
To our roommates-Don't even ask
where we are, where we've been, or
where we're going. We love you!
-Mia
Richard and Mark-We win, gifts are on
you. We'll play anytime.
-Your drinking partners
To our fellow Sig Ep all fighters-Next
time we'll make it until sunrise. Thanks
for the ride Polar Bear.
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TortrnamenMadnessUp tO
5067c
adi
Off!
Maine Square Mall
Hogan Road, Bangor 947-1168
ale
Ni e Retail Sale
Air Sonic Flight 74.99 37.00
Air Radicate 89.99 45.00
Air Bound 89.99 45.00
Air Raid 89.99 45.00
Air Trainer Max 119.00 65.00
Air Accel Lo 69.99 35.00
Avia
1380 X-Trainer 69.99 35.00
Reebok
Satellite 69.99 35.00
Converse
Run-n-Slam
Adidas
Attitude Mid
79.99 45.00
89.99 45.00
50%1 Inline Skates
Off!
Collegiate Sweatshirts
Retail Sale
Crewneck 38.99 20.00
Hooded 54.99 28.00
Notre Dame
Florida Gators
Florida State
Georgetown Hoyas
Miami Hurricanes
Bauer, Ultra Wheels
0a 1 Winter Jackets & Hats
Columbia • Woolrich • Patagonia
Off!
Russell Sweats Retail Sale
Pants & Crewneck Shirts 16.99 9.00
Ladies Warm-Ups Nylon zintehr
Retail Sale
89.99 45.00
Nike
Gilda Marx
Baryshnikov
Leotards, tights, tops & shorts.
Aerobic Wear
Reg. Price 14.99-59.99
On Sale 10.00-20.00
Hockey
Maine Hockey Jerseys Retail Sale
59.99 30.00
39.99 23.00
Pro team hockey Jerseys Retail Sale
39.99-10.00
59.99
CCM 652 Pump Skate Retail Sale
269.99-199.99
Sherwood 7030 Hockey Sticks
Buy 1 for 29.99 Get 1 Free
All Easton Aluminum Hockey Sticks
*Sale on instock merchandise only. 25% Off
Free Basketballs Given to the First 12 Customers Each Day of Sale
with Purchase of a pair of Shoes
